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R3PEAT OR GET BEAT
Against All Odds 

Cleveland, 06.06.2017, 12:49 Time

USPA NEWS - Once again the Cleveland Cavaliers are in trouble down 0-2 to the Golden State Warriors for the second year straight.
The addition of K.D. gives them another lethal weapon.

R3PEAT OR GET BEAT

Once again the Cleveland Cavaliers are in trouble down 0-2 to the Golden State Warriors for the second year straight. The addition of
K.D. gives them another lethal weapon and a second MVP on their team. Games one and two show clearly that K.D. is the difference
on the team scoring over 30 points a game. The Cavs looked winded and tired because of the pace. One thing that will change the
series is how well the big 3 play of the Cavs, James, Irving and Love. The big three needs to score at least 80+ points a game to win
the series. The defense must be a team defensive scheme. Make other Warrior players beat you besides K.D. and Curry. The Cavs
must play offensively from inside the block and shoot or pass from there with James or Love. If we can change up the starting line up
and insert Shumpert and Frye for more defense and offense. The question is do the Cavs have enough to beat this super team? I
believe the Cleveland Cavaliers have the best player and if they change their game scheme they will have a great chance of winning
this series in 6 or 7 games. We all know this is a different animal that the Cavaliers are up against this year. They need to tie the series
at 2.
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